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8th March, 2014

Dr Alan Borthwick,
Deputy Editor,
Journal of Foot and Ankle Research

Dear Alan,

Re: MS: 1341847971108989
“The Bangla clubfoot tool: a repeatability study”
Angela M Evans, Roksana Perveen, Vikki A Ford-Powell and Simon Barker

Thank you for the reviewer’s final comments of our manuscript. The recommended changes have been adopted as suggested within the revised version as re-submitted.

We would like to thank all of the reviewers for their very helpful input and the subsequent improvement of our manuscript.

Responses to specific points made by one reviewer:
Reviewer 1: Kelly Gray

Minor essential revisions:

- Methods: spelling error corrected – “largely”
- Methods: ‘an’ replaced as suggested – “a”
- Background: examples added to illustrate the specific context as suggested
- Results: spelling error corrected – “constant”

Thank you once again for the helpful reviews and assistance with our manuscript. Please let me know if anything else might be required.

With very kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Angela Evans.